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Overview 
During the academic year 2023-24, the Faculty Senate Research Committee primarily focused on 
our charge to monitor the administration of the General Research Fund (GRF) and make 
recommendations, as needed, to ensure its effectiveness and appropriate utilization. This work 
continued that of the previous year, following up on the proposed recommendations submitted to 
the FacEx Committee in October 2022 and a subsequent faculty survey sent May 1, 2023, which 
indicated that faculty were in favor of modifying the current GRF allocation in a more equitable 
and transparent form. In the fall, the Research Committee analyzed the survey results and 
developed a new recommendation using the previous one as a starting point. The updated 
recommendation was presented to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee on February 20, 
2024.  The Faculty Senate discussed the recommendation at the February 22 meeting. The Faculty 
Senate discussed it again at the April 4 meeting, and a motion to vote on the recommendation was 
raised. The motion to accept the recommendation was passed at the April 4 meeting.  A letter was 
emailed to all faculty on April 17 notifying faculty of the GRF adjustment and asking for 
comments.  
 
Summary of Work  
The following is a concise list of all meetings, events, and significant dates that involved the 
Faculty Senate Research committee during the 2023-24 academic year.  
 
October 20, 2023: FSRC meeting. See Appendix 1 for summary slides from the meeting.   
Discussed the committee charges and focused discussion on the GRF allocation and the work 
accomplished by previous committees. Reviewed recommendations developed during 2022-2023 
academic year, the faculty survey, and discussed possibilities and strategies for new 
recommendations. 
 
November 10, 2023: FSRC meeting. See Appendix 2 for summary document from the meeting.   
Joshua Roundy presented survey results grouped by theme and talking points for committee 
discussion, particularly focusing on comments shared in the survey.  
 
January 29, 2024: FSRC meeting. See Appendix 3 for summary slides from the meeting.   
Joshua Roundy presented updated allocation model using current faculty data provided by KUCR. 
Committee discussion included questions of who counts as research faculty, costs of research in 
different units, concerns of overfunding in a unit and equitable funding as well as considerations 
of join appointments, possibilities of research faculty who may not have access to GRF, and 
graduate students. Idea emerged to align CLAS units in GRF allocation similar to other Schools. 
Prepared for committee vote.  
 
February 5, 2024: Josh and Marcy meeting CLAS AD meeting 
Joshua Roundy and Marcy Lascano met with Maria Orive and Nick Syrett to discuss a single 
CLAS unit allocation instead of by various CLAS units. This proposal was accepted. 
 
February 5-7, 2024:  FSRC vote of use of PI data. 
Committee voted in favor of using the eligible PI data to create a new allocation for the GRF. 
Majority agreed (10 yes; 2 no; 1 abstain). This vote allowed the Committee to move forward with 
a new recommendation for the GRF no longer constrained by the historical formula.  
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February 20, 2024: FacEx meeting. See Appendix 4 for slides. 
Joshua Roundy and Celka Straughn met with the FacEx committee and presented the revised GRF 
recommendation. Overall FacEx appreciated the historical background, focus on developing a 
more equitable approach to the GRF allocations, and overall indication that a solid proposal with 
good advantages. One question related to changes from last year’s recommendation; the revised 
proposal includes the School of Professional Studies, categorizing CLAS as a single unit, and 
updates with most current number of PIs. Another question was raised regarding better ways to 
collect data to assess the usefulness of the GRF could be considered for next year’s FSRC. 
The Research Committee’s proposed recommendation to change the GRF are: 

• Reallocate the GRF funds based on the size of the unit, with size being calculated 
as the number of individuals in each unit with PI status (Note: PI status does not 
consider if an individual has been, or is currently, a PI on a grant, but only 
considers if their appointment makes them eligible to be a PI). 

• Add the School of Professional Studies to the allocation. 
• Combine all CLAS allocations into one allocation as is done with the other 

Schools. 
• Transition this change over a three-year period during the next three-year review 

cycle, with the following allocation:  
• Year 1: 50% old allocation; 50% new allocation 
• Year 2: 25% old allocation; 75% new allocation 
• Year 3: 100% new allocation 

 
February 22, 2024: Faculty Senate Meeting. See Appendix 4 for slides. 
Joshua Roundy and Celka Straughn presented the GRF recommendation to the Faculty Senate for 
their discussion. General support for the proposal. Discussion and questions included the 
maintenance of unit autonomy, clarity regarding PI eligibility, and the breakdown of CLAS units. 
 
April 4, 2024: Faculty Senate Meeting.  
Joshua Roundy attended the Faculty Senate meeting to respond to any questions for a further 
discussion of the GRF recommendation. A motion to vote on the recommendation was raised.  The 
motion to accept the recommendation was passed. 
 
April 17, 2024: Email sent to KU Lawrence and Edwards Faculty. 
An email was sent by Victor Gonzalez, Faculty Senate President, Joshua Roundy and Celka 
Straughn to all faculty regarding the Research Committee’s revised recommendations and Faculty 
Senate acceptance. 
 
 
Recommendations 
Based on the work completed this year, the committee has the following recommendations to be 
considered for next year.  
 
Implementation of revised GRF Allocation: Work with Faculty Senate following any faculty 
comment, and the further processes toward adoption of the new GRF allocation. Work with KUCR 
to begin transition of new GRF allocation for the next year’s allocation.  
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Annual monitoring of GRF: Monitor the administration of the General Research Fund (GRF) 
annually and make recommendations to ensure its effectiveness and appropriate utilization.  
 
Three-year Review of GRF: For the three-year review, consider data and data collection methods 
that will be useful with the new GRF allocation.  
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Appendix 1: Slides from the October 20, 2023 - Committee Meeting Slides 
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Appendix 2: Summary from the November 10, 2023 – Document of Survey Results 
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Appendix 3: Slides from the January 29, 2024 Committee Meeting Slides 
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Appendix 5: Slides from February 20, 2024 Final GRF Recommendation to FacEx 
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